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Abstract—This paper presents a study on alternative ways,
based on a renewable energy - energy from tidal streams - to
obtain electricity to satisfy a group of consumers with a typical
low voltage consumption profile. The system implementation was
analysed with and without energy storage operating in an isolated
manner and/or using the electric energy distribution grid, to
optimize costs. The considered study site was Ria de Aveiro,
although the hydrographic and hydrological characteristics differ
from place to place. Energy production was estimated based
on data from tidal streams for the referred site and the power
curve for two types of synchronous permanent magnet generators
with different powers. The project’s feasibility and investment
were analysed by using numerical simulations as a basis for
the obtained results. Due to the legal restrictions applicable to
the hydro generation area, constraints were considered in the
system to guarantee normal functioning. The obtained solution
was evaluated and whether it was profitable or not, for several
configurations and for the equipment that composes the installa-
tion. After analysing the results, it was shown that the no storage
configuration would be the most viable solution, allowing the
lowest monthly fee per consumer.

Index Terms—Tidal Streams; Tidal Energy; Small Hydro
Power; Permanent Magnet Synchronous Generator; Energy
Storage

I. INTRODUCTION

THIS document starts from an initial premise that pre-
dicts an installation of electric energy supply to low

voltage consumers isolated from the grid, which would be
economically viable considering the amount currently paid
to the electric energy supplier, like EDP Comercial. Many
configurations for the mini-production system implementation
are presented using tidal streams as primary energy. These
were carried out, with and without electrical energy storage,
using, in both cases, the available energy from tidal streams
in Ria de Aveiro. An approach was made to the implemen-
tation costs with and without energy storage considering the
consumption profile of a common low voltage housing. Tidal
streams are renewable energy with a permanent nature and a
periodic and stable behaviour, when compared to other types of
renewable energy, such as solar and wind, and, for this reason,
it is possible to predict production with greater precision.
The production of electric energy was estimated based on the
equipment described in [20], which included an optimization
of the devices to be installed in the considered site. Another
key premise of this study lied in the fact that the monthly
fee to be paid by each consumer for installing and using the
system was not, on average, higher than the current value.
Then, the performance of the production system was analysed,
verifying its capacity to satisfy many consumption profiles

in an autonomous and isolated way, without resorting to the
power grid, with or without energy storage.

II. TIDAL ENERGY

The technology for tidal energy exploitation is still un-
derdeveloped due to costs and because it is dependent on
the geographic location. In Portugal, there is also the use of
tidal energy for conversion to other energy sources [13]. Its
operation is similar to that of small watermills: a jet of water is
directed to impact the watermills shovels, giving it a rotating
movement that, by coupling a shaft, transmits torque to the
milling stones. The watermill is built on the spot where the
river waters, under the pressure of the rising tide, grow towards
the shore, flooding it, controlling the water entrance through
a channel, with a floodgate.

A. Tidal Stream

The tidal streams that served as the study object and
development of this study, were those of the Ria de Aveiro
(S. Jacinto) estuary, and the data used was collected from
[20] and later treated for the intended period. The evolution
of the tidal stream velocity amplitude, over a lunar cycle,
with a spring tides event, is represented in Figure (1). The
higher amplitude peaks correspond to the ebb and the ones
with less amplitude to the flood. The lunar cycle, or synodic

Fig. 1. Estimated stream velocity evolution along one monthly moon cycle,
from [20].

period, with approximately 29,53 days, represents the time
between two equal phases of the Moon (for example, two
consecutive full Moons). The sidereal period corresponds to
the time interval in which the Moon describes a revolution
around the Earth in a fixed stars reference system, and is
approximately 27,32 days. The evolution in Figure (1) was
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considered as a standard, having adjusted the current speed
maximum value verified in each lunar month, according to the
difference in the maximum height verified between a high and
consequent low tide in that lunar month. Since the long term
feasibility of the water system installation was the objective
of the study, it was necessary to extrapolate the data for 1
year, in accordance with the data collected from a low voltage
consumer profile of an existing energy supplier on the market.

B. Tidal Stream Disturbances

From the law of universal gravitation, where F represents
the force of gravitational attraction between two bodies, G is
the universal gravitation constant (G ' 6.67× 10−11Nm2

kg2 ),
m and M are the bodies masses and r is the distance between
the mass centres, the tidal force can be determined as

F = G
mM

r2
(1)

The difference between two gravitational forces with distinct
distance, expressed as a differential force dF

dr , concerning the
distance r, can be derived from 1, resulting in

dF

dr
= −2GmM

r3
, (2)

valid when the object radius is much smaller than the distance
between the bodies. The mass relations and distances between
the Earth, Moon and Sun, affect the behaviour of the tides on
Earth. Although the Sun has a mass 27 million times greater
than the Moon, it is 390 times more distant from Earth. The
forces that generate the tides are inversely proportional to
the cube of the generating element distance from the tide,
described by

Tide-GeneratingForce ∝ G
Sun’sMassMoon’sMass

Distance3
. (3)

This means that the Sun’s tidal generating force is reduced by
a factor 3903 (about 59 million times), when compared with
the component of the tidal generating force due to the Moon.(

Sun’sDistance

Moon’sDistance

)3

' 59× 106 (4)

Thus, the dominant force that affects tides and the streams
they produce is of lunar origin. Figure (2) illustrates what was
previously described. The vertical movement of the tides near

Fig. 2. Distances and Masses between Earth, Moon and Sun, from [10].

the coast causes the water to move horizontally, creating the

so-called tidal streams. These streams have periods of zero
speed, that occur between flood and ebb, with times that can
range from a few seconds to several minutes [21]. This period
usually overlaps at high tide or low tide, with the current
changing direction and increasing speed [17]. The tides of
greater amplitude represent the syzygy tides, occurring when
the Sun and the Moon are aligned, and their influences are
mutually reinforced, thus producing the highest high tides and
the lowest low tides [15]. In Figure (3), it can be seen that the
perigee (minimum distance between the Moon and the Earth)
and the apogee (maximum distance between the Moon and
the Earth), do not always happen in the same phases of the
Moon. When the full or the new moon occurs with the perigee,

Fig. 3. Earth and Moon Orbit, Perigee and Apogee [10].

there is the perigee-syzygy Moon, also known as a supermoon,
which causes even higher tides. Due to the eccentricity of the
Moon’s orbit around the Earth, the translation of the Earth-
Moon system mass centre, in relation to the Sun, allows to
understand that after a synodic month, the moon undergoes a
translation in more than one complete revolution around the
Earth and that the angular velocities of these two movements
are variable [18]. Since the synodic month duration depends
on the two angular velocities, the synodic period is not be
constant. In Figure (4), for a given day of the year between
1984 and 2006, it can be seen that the synodic period of the
moon is not constant. Even so, the data used in the simulation
do not predict these disturbances in the tidal streams analysis,
as the existing models are for tidal heights and not streams.
It was used a simplified model for simulations that allowed
to draw some conclusions about the presented study. Both
the tide amplitude and occurrence time at each location are
influenced by the Sun and Moon alignment, the tidal pattern
in the deep ocean, the oceans amphidromic systems and the
coastline shape and bathymetry of the adjacent coastal regions.
As a result of the mentioned effects and others of minor
relevance, most coastal regions have tidal cycles of semi-day
type, with two cycles of similar amplitude each day, as is the
case in Portugal. The tide cycle represents the time in hours,
from ebb or flood to tide, and has an average duration of 12
hours and 24 minutes [22].

III. TIDAL POWER PLANTS

The largest tidal power plant is located in South Korea,
on Lake Sihwa, with an installed capacity of 254 MW and
an annual production of approximately 550 GWh. Due to its
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Fig. 4. Synodic period variation of the Moon between 1984 and 2006, [18].

small size compared to other hydroelectric power plants, the
technology of micro and mini production can provide a great
advantage for agriculture, small houses next to streams or
small river tributaries in which is not compensatory to install
water technology of higher powers, either by technical or
economic issues [1]. In South America, countries like Brazil,
Colombia, Peru and Ecuador are developing infrastructures
that involve irrigating rice paddies, rural houses and commu-
nity services. There are also solutions in which the turbine
adapts to the water level during floods and dry periods and
hybrid systems composed, for example, by a water turbine and
photovoltaic panels, with a diesel generator as reserve [6]. In
most cases, energy is stored in batteries or it is used another
energy source, such as diesel or solar photovoltaic [19].

A. Micro and Mini-Hydro Power in Europe

In recent decades, significant developments have made done
in two dominant directives that will have major impacts on
the future of hydroelectric power plants in Europe: Directive
2000/60/EC, Water Framework Directive (WFD), [2], which
establishes a community action framework in the water policy
field, and Directive 2009/28/EC, Renewable Energy Directive
(RED), [3], which promotes the use of energy from renewable
sources. While the WFD establishes stricter water quality mea-
sures, the RED establishes higher targets for energy production
from renewable sources [16]. Regulators have not slowed
down the development of mini-hydro power in Europe, as,
in general, the number of small hydro plants is increasing
in the European Union member states [8]. On the European
continent, there are at least 26 877 Small Hydro Power
(SHP) in operation [23]. Its development is due not only
to its history (12th century) but also to the need to satisfy
international agreements that promote clean energy (Paish
2002; Hermoso 2017). Germany is the european leader in
the mini and micro-electric production development, although
there are other reference countries, such as Austria, the Czech
Republic, France, among others. One of the used solutions
in Munich is a hybrid system, which combines the hydro
power local production with the use of the energy distribution
network [6].

IV. CASE STUDY - RIA DE AVEIRO

Canal de S. Jacinto was the chosen location for the study.
According to the Maretec website [9], it is characterized by
an alternating variation of great amplitude in tidal streams
velocity, having places of significant depth where tubular drop
creation devices can be installed. Figure (5) shows the tubular
device, with a specific profile channel, that allows an additional
drop creation due to a pressure difference. This tubular channel
has a cylindrical symmetry with an axial turbine installed
in the narrowest zone. The tests have proved that, in the

Fig. 5. Tubular Techonology - Cylindrical symmetry device with an axial
turbine.

intermediate zone, the flow height was about twice the kinetic
height of the current verified outside the channel [20]. This
device was tested at Peniche estuary port by PEEHR [12]
company, in the years 2002 and 2003 in scale models (1:4),
dragging it immersed and fixed to a raft, simulating the tidal
stream effect. From the performed tests, the axial turbine
angular speed was experimentally obtained as a function of
the tidal stream velocity, illustrated in Figure (6). The angular

Fig. 6. Permanent angular velocity, in rpm, of axial turbine as a function of
tidal current, in m/s - from [20].

speed characteristic curve suggests that the installed system
reacts from a minimum tidal stream velocity Vcmin of 0,35
m/s and, by linear extrapolation, the angular speed will reach
120 rpm for a tidal velocity of 2,75 m/s. The approximate
characteristic that relates the turbine angular speed ˙θT (rpm)
and the tidal stream velocity Vc (m/s) can be described by
a function as expressed in (5) and graphically represented in
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Figure (7).

˙θT =


0 , V c < V cmin

(V c−0,35)
(2,75−0,35) , V c ≥ V cmin

(5)

The considered electrical machine was a permanent magnet

Fig. 7. Aproximated characteristic for axial flow turbine velocity as a function
of tidal stream - from [20].

synchronous generator, model GL-PMG-20kW. The maximum
efficiency point is registered for an angular speed of 100
rpm, an output electrical power of 20 kW, Figure (8), and
an electromagnetic torque of 2100 Nm, Figure (9). The
maximum Eletromotive Force (EMF) value (650V), Figure
(10), is reached when the angular speed is equivalent to the
extrapolated value (120 rpm).

A. Consumer Profile

According to Table (I), EDP stipulates three types of
consumer classes for (Low Voltage (LV)). The chosen load

TABLE I
CLASSES OF CONSUMPTION PROFILES OF NLV[4].

Contracted Power (KVA) Energy Consumed (kWh)

Class A >13,8 any
Class B <= 13,8 >7140
Class C <= 13,8 <= 7140

type profile (Class B) was considered from the largest number
of effective Normal Low Voltage (NLV) consumers with an
electricity contract with EDP. Therefore, the consumer profile
(NLV B) has a contracted power equal to or less than 13,8
KVA and an annually consumed energy greater than 7140
kWh. Table (II) reflects the real balance of electrical power
in 2015 for the Regulated Mercado (RM) and Free Market
(FM). The number of consumers that were accounted for in
the respective markets are reported in Table (III). As these two
tables show, the most significant type of supply, in terms of
consumption and number of consumers, is NLV up to 20,7

Fig. 8. Electric Power as a function of angular velocity [5].

Fig. 9. Eletromagnetic Torque as a function of angular velocity [5].

Fig. 10. EMF as a function of angular velocity [5].

kVA power contracted. The total annual consumption is 81%
of the RM and 28.5% of the FM. On the other hand, the
percentage value of consumers for RM is 87.5% and 93% for
FM [4].

B. System Devices

The mini-production system devices, that includes the as-
sociated mechanical, electromechanical and electronic power
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TABLE II
REAL ENERGY CONSUMPTION OF FREE AND REGULATED MARKET IN DE PORTUGAL CONTINENTAL[4].

ENERGY - 2015 Real

Voltage Level / Supply Type
MR ML TOTAL

GWh % GWh % GWh %

Very High Voltage 0 0,0% 2.152 5,6% 2.152 4,9%
High Voltage 22 0,4% 6.753 17,5% 6.775 15,3%
Medium Voltage 255 4,5% 14.026 36,3% 14.281 32,3%
LV 5.399 95,1% 15.670 40,6% 21.069 47,6%

Special Low Voltage 236 4,2% 3.042 7,9% 3.278 7,4%
NLV >20.7 kVA 454 8,0% 1.522 3,9% 1.976 4,5%
NLV <= 20.7 kVA 4.594 81,0% 10.991 28,5% 15.585 35,2%
NLV <= 2.3 kVA 115 2,0% 115 0,3% 230 0,5%

TOTAL 5.675 100,0% 38.602 100,0% 44.277 100,0%

TABLE III
NUMBER OF CONSUMERS OF FREE AND REGULATED MARKET IN PORTUGAL CONTINENTAL[4].

CONSUMERS - 2015 Real

Voltage Level / Supply Type
MR ML TOTAL

N.º % N.º % N.º %

Very High Voltage 0 0,0% 70 0,0% 70 0,0%
High Voltage 6 0,0% 288 0,0% 294 0,0%
Medium Voltage 1.603 0,1% 22.227 0,6% 23.830 0,4%
BT 2.123.715 99,9% 3.947.037 99,4% 6.070.752 99,6%

Special Low Voltage 3.428 0,2% 30.768 0,8% 34.196 0,6%
NLV >20.7 kVA 16.447 0,8% 47.786 1,2% 64.233 1,1%
NLV <= 20.7 kVA 1.858.881 87,5% 3.690.611 93,0% 5.549.492 91,1%
NLV <= 2.3 kVA 244.959 11,5% 177.873 4,5% 422.832 6,9%

TOTAL 2.125.324 100,0% 3.969.622 100,0% 6.094.946 100,0%

conversion devices are:
• Axial turbine installed in a device with cylindrical sym-

metry.
• Permanent magnet synchronous generator models GL-

PMG-20K and GL-PMG-15K [5];
• LiFePO4 Battery pack, with a useful life up to 2000

cycles from GWL supplier [7];
• Three-phase Direct Current (DC) inverter for Alternated

Current (AC), models STP-20000-TL and STP-15000-TL
[14];

• Filters - Capacitors filter in the direct current connection,
C = 2.6 mF (4 x AVX CAPAFIM Type A), as calculated
in [20].

C. With Energy Storage

The Figure (11) flowchart presents the working principle
of the mini-production system algorithm with storage. Its
inputs are the generated and consumed energies. The generated
energy is defined as the average produced energy over a
year by the generator group. The consumed energy represents
the average consumed quantity, also for one year, reflecting
the consumption profile of a common NLV residence. The
consumed energy was gradually incremented, representing an
increase in the annual consumption, up to the desired condi-
tion. The available energy was obtained from the difference
between the generated and consumed energies, which will be
stored in the batteries, if the State Of Charge (SOC) is above
30%. If the battery is not charged and the above operation

Fig. 11. Working principle algorithm of the mini-production system with
storage.

result is between 30 and 80%, charging begins. If the battery
is already charged, there is an energy surplus, which will
be wasted. When the total available energy is negative, and
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the SOC is less than 30%, there is a situation in which the
energy demand is greater than the total available energy from
generation and batteries. In this context, there is an energy
deficit, leading to the system shutdown, until consumption
is adjusted. The ideal battery operating conditions, in terms
of charging and discharging, it was established a 1C value
of charge and discharge, as a compromise criterion between
longevity and available energy. However, this solution only
allows a maximum of 9 users for the restrictions defined above,
as illustrated in the battery SOC curve behaviour, in Figure
(12), and in the battery current evolution, in Figure (13).

Fig. 12. SOC of batteries for one year to 9 consumers.

Fig. 13. Battery current for one year to 9 consumers.

From Figure (12), it is possible to verify a greater variation of
SOC in the coldest months when there is an increased energy
consumption. However, the battery SOC never deviates from
the stipulated interval between 30 to 80%. Also, during the
considered one year period, there are occasional significant
drops on the SOC value to around 35%, coinciding with
a period of time in which there is no generation and the
consumption is high, being necessary to resort to the available
energy stored on the batteries. Otherwise, with a marginal
increase of users, there would be ”blackout” periods, with
no access to energy. Regarding the observed battery current
evolution, the positive component correspond to the discharge,
or, in other words, the energy supply to the load. The negative
component represents the battery charge. These charge and
discharge fluctuations, contribute to the reduction of the bat-

teries useful life. Large peaks of charge and discharge current
will also degrade the batteries.

D. Without Energy Storage

The flowchart of Figure (14) shows the algorithm of the
mini-production system without energy storage. The same
input data and simulation conditions were maintained. Without

Fig. 14. Working principle algorithm of the mini-production system without
storage.

batteries as an alternative energy, it is only possible to resort
to energy production and/or the distribution grid. Likewise,
the analysis of the system with storage was also applied
to this configuration without storage, namely the available
energy, that is, if after the demand has been met there is
still energy excess, it can be sold to the grid. With this
topology, unlike the consumed energy, there are times when
energy production is zero. This means that an alternative
energy source will be mandatory to suppress the lack of
energy. The configurations were adjusted in order to obtain
several consumers that corresponded to an attractive monthly
fee and whose return was worth the investment. First, the
energy expenditure in a building with 12 apartment was
analysed. In Figure (15), the time evolution of considered
energies during the first 15 days of the calendar year is
represented in greater detail, since it is not perceptible, on
an annual scale. There is a negative component in the total
available energy (the difference between the generated and
consumed energies), which represents the energy portion to
be purchased from the grid. In Figure (16) the consumed
energy is never null during the year as there is always some
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Fig. 15. Generated, consumed and available energies to 12 users on the first
15 days of the year.

residual consumption, with higher consumption in the colder
months. Regarding the generated energy, Figure (17), this is

Fig. 16. Consumed energy for 12 users in one year.

cancelled at certain times, due to the minimum flow that allows
reaching the electrical value threshold for the voltage inverter
to operate. Thus, Figure (18) illustrates that after discounting

Fig. 17. Produced energy for 12 consumers in a year.

the consumed energy, it results on an energy deficit, that has to
be in some way compensated for. In this case, it was decided
to use the distribution grid whenever the available energy
was negative. Using the simulation, it was determined the
maximum number of consumers allowed by LV installation

Fig. 18. Total available energy for 12 consumers in a year.

up to 20.7 kVA, corresponding to approximately 38 users.
The consumed energy majority (90,28%) must be purchased
from the grid. This solution was inadequate since the mini-
generation system was almost non-existent concerning the
demand energy.

V. ECONOMIC ANALYSIS

Using the information on the manufacturers commercial
value of the different equipments in the system, the Levelized
Cost of Energy (LCOE) of the devices was calculated using the
expression (6). To calculate this value, one needs to account
for the specific capital cost I01, in C/kW, the capital duty per
year i, in pu, the Operating and Maintenance Costs (dom) in
pu, and annual utilisation of the installed capacity ha, in hours.

ca =
I01(i+ dom)

ha
(6)

To obtain the factors i and ka it is necessary to use equation
(7), with the sum of the series given by

ka =

n∑
j=1

1

(1 + a)j
=

(1 + a)n − 1

a(1 + a)n

i =
1

ka
=

a(1 + a)n

(1 + a)n − 1
.

(7)

The discount rate a is the update that allows calculating
payments or receipts at a given point in the investment (for
example, in the case of energy sales, a represents the penalty
rate).

A. Subscriptions and Consumers

According to the tests results, for the 20 kW synchronous
generator assumption, operating in isolation from the grid
(with storage), it is possible to supply energy to 9 dwellings.
When the system configuration uses the lowest power gen-
erator (15 kW), it can only supply 6 apartments. In hybrid
operation, a system connected to the grid and generation by
tidal streams without storage, the machine with the lowest
nominal power has an unfavourable behaviour, concerning the
monthly payment, justified by the lower annual production,
despite being more efficient. This happens because the excess
energy that is wasted is lower compared to the higher-powered
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machine. For a building with 12 residences, the results ob-
tained were lower than expected and it is not possible to supply
all the apartment building. Thus, several studies were carried
out on the number of users to analyse the evolution of the
monthly fee to be paid by each consumer for the without
energy storage topology. The average monthly fee paid by each
consumer (energy contract with the grid) is approximately 50
C. For the project system to be economically attractive, the
monthly fee must be close to this value or, ideally, below.
The maximum limit of consumers was set for the maximum
contracted power that can be purchased from the grid, resulting
in 38 houses. In the without storage topology, a different
number of consumers was tested to obtain the associated
monthly fee, including the project’s investment costs, from
a recursive contract to EDP for when there is no production
and a possible sale of surplus energy. After several numerical
simulations, changing the consumed energy, monthly fees were
obtained over the 15 years as shown in Table (IV). Annual
production is represented by Ea, in kWh, the amount of energy
missing as EDispNeg, in kWh, and the energy percentage
to be bought from the grid corresponds to EDP Purchase.
These figures already include the discount rate and the natural
depreciation of the currency over the considered years. With
the values obtained from Table (IV) for each number of users
and the monthly fees associated, it was possible to draw a
trend line near the points, using a fitting function of the form

y = a+
b

x
, (8)

where a represents the minimum monthly fee to be paid
when the number of consumers is very high, i.e. 30 C, and b
represents the marginal contribution per consumer, also in C,
illustrated on Figure (19).

Fig. 19. Monthly fee vs number of consumers.

For a maximum of 38 users, due to technical restrictions, it
was recorded the lowest monthly fee, which is approximately
42 C, corresponding to the maximum power that can be
contracted for the system. Figure (20) shows the need to
purchase energy from the grid due to the number of consumers
increase. It is shown in this curve that the users increment
in the system causes a gradual increase in the consumption
dependence on the energy of the grid.

Fig. 20. Percentage of energy purchased from the grid vs number of
consumers.

B. Economic Evaluation

Table (V) shows, as an example, the variation in monthly
fees over the years for 19 users, being the closest reference
to the average monthly fee that is billed by EDP. Assuming
that the monetary value of the energy to be used in the grid
does not change over the time under analysis, it appears that
the energy sale gradually decreases, thus forcing the monthly
fee to rise. With the currency depreciation, also applied to
purchased energy to the grid, the scenario was worse, that is,
the monthly fees would be higher. The evolution of the average
final price for Operador del Mercado Ibérico de Energı́a -
Polo Español (OMIE) reference market traders was around 66
C/MWh [11]. This tariff was used as a reference for economic
analysis when it is possible to sell the surplus energy that
would be wasted, in the system configuration isolated from the
electricity grid. The reference market traders tariff represented
here is constantly being updated. As so it was considered
the average value for the year 2018, since at the date of this
document, it was not possible to obtain data for the full year
of 2019, which would be more recent. Even so, the trend of
the average reference price value is low, implying an increased
monthly fees.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

With this work it was possible to determine the most
profitable solution for the usage of the tidal streams energy
in Ria de Aveiro. Several testes were carried out for configu-
rations with and without energy storage and for two types of
synchronous permanent magnet generators. The consumption
profile of a common dwelling and tidal current velocity data
for the considered site were used in the study. The disturbances
in the tidal streams indicate that the tidal period is not constant
and depends on several factors, introducing a variation in the
obtained results. Therefore, a simplified model was used to
be able to deduce approximate values of energy produced
by the tides. In the case of energy storage through LiFePO4
batteries autonomously and uninterruptedly, it was found that
the system allows 9 consumers to be fed to the 20 kW
generator and 6 consumers to the 15 kW generator. In order
to the investment be worthwhile in this type of technology,
the monthly fee to be paid by the consumer must not exceed
the amount currently paid to the energy distribution grid, not
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TABLE IV
MONTHLY FEE FOR 15 YEARS LONG FOR SEVERAL CONSUMERS.

Number of
Consumers

Ea (kWh) EDispNeg (kWh) % EDP Purchase To pay year 1 (C) To pay year 15 (C)

4 40121 3077 6,05 142,16 163,28
9 33759 7656,3 16,66 74,12 82,01

12 30259 11271 25,18 61,64 66,95
19 22468 21172 47,14 49,09 51,58
23 18159 27534 59,34 45,85 47,51
25 16115 30916 65,02 44,74 46,10
28 13231 36253 72,80 43,51 44,50
33 9146,8 46008 83,25 42,32 42,90
38 5956,8 56773 90,47 41,82 42,15

TABLE V
SELLING AND PAYMENT OF ENERGY TO GRID - 19 CONSUMERS CASE.

Selling Energy To Pay

Year (C) (C/consumer/month) Purchase
EDP

Invst.+EDP-
Sell

1 890,56 3,91 20,81 49,09
2 777,85 3,41 20,81 49,59
3 726,97 3,19 20,81 49,81
4 679,41 2,98 20,81 50,02
5 634,96 2,78 20,81 50,21
6 593,42 2,60 20,81 50,40
7 554,60 2,43 20,81 50,57
8 518,32 2,27 20,81 50,73
9 484,41 2,12 20,81 50,87
10 452,72 1,99 20,81 51,01
11 423,10 1,86 20,81 51,14
12 395,42 1,73 20,81 51,27
13 369,55 1,62 20,81 51,38
14 345,38 1,51 20,81 51,48
15 322,78 1,42 20,81 51,58
16 Mercado - -

forgetting the legal and technical restrictions associated with
the system implementation. The lowest monthly fee, for the
20 kW synchronous generator, corresponded to an installation
for 38 users with an approximate value of 42 C. In this case, it
would be necessary to buy about 90% of the consumed energy
from the grid. This percentage was justified because there was
no electricity production at certain times of the day, due to
minimal technical restrictions, and therefore, it was necessary
to resort to another alternative. The 38 users corresponded
to the maximum allowed for a LV energy subscription (20.7
kVA). For the 15 kW synchronous generator, the situation was
worse, as the minimum monthly fee was close to 52 C, about
24% higher than the 20 kW generator, which is not inviting
for investment and installation. Although the 15 kW generator
is more efficient, as it avoids wasting energy excess, it has
the disadvantage of producing less energy and, consequently,
not selling energy to the grid when the number of users is
increasing.
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